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At Wire Jewelry Fest in Delaware last year, I became fascinated with the
fireflies as I sat out visiting with friends in their backyard. We don’t have
them in Washington state. I was resolved to bring them home with me, and
so I came up with this project. You have to go to the fishing section of your
local department store and find the glow-in-the-dark beads! These beads
have wide holes so you won’t have any trouble slipping two wires through
them. Just be sure the bead for the head will accommodate two wires. 
This design can use any type of wire and will use up those left over beads

too! Try different wing shapes and add some lively color with the head bead
for some fun.

by Char Jorgensen
An homage to the summertime bug!

Fireflies!

MATERIALS: 
2 glow-in-the-dark beads, one 4mm and one

6mm

8” of any type of wire (or scrap wire)

8mm dark onyx bead 

1 seed bead

2 dagger beads or wing-shaped beads

TOOLS:
1/4” dowel
Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Flush cutters

TECHNIQUES:
Wire and beads.
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Step 1: Fold the 8” piece of wire in half, and cross the
ends slightly.

Step 2:  Slip the seed bead onto the wire, and position
it at the fold.

Step 3: Thread the smaller glow-in-the-dark bead onto
both wires.

Step 4: Thread the larger glow-in-the-dark bead onto
both wires. Separate the wires after the beads
are snug against the folded end of the wire.

Step 5: Add a dagger bead to one wire to start the
wings.

Step 6: Wrap the wire away from you around the bead,
close to the hole until you arrive back to where
you started. This should be fairly tight, so the
wings will only wiggle slightly. If you do not
want your wings to move, grab the dagger
bead, and turn it so it will be snug against the
glow-in-the-dark bead. Repeat on the other
side. 

Step 7: Slip the 8mm head bead on both wires, and
snug it up against the wings. 

Fireflies!
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Step 8: Use either round nose pliers or a 1/4” dowel,
and wrap one wire at a time around the dowel.
The wires ends should be to the outside edges
of the dowel. This loop forms the antennae of
the firefly, and can also work as a bail.

Step 9: Remove the dowel, and hold the loop so it
won’t come apart. Circle the wires close to the
top of the head bead, one at a time until they
arrive back where they started.

Make this wrap tight, so use pliers instead of
your hands. Be sure you still have nice loops
when you are finished. Re-insert the dowel if
you need to true them up. 

Step 10: Trim the wires and tuck them in, or give your
firefly an extra embellishment.

Step 11: Cut the
remaining
wires off at
about 5/8”
long, and roll
up like
cinnamon rolls
to form eyes.

Step 12: Flatten the eyes against the bead, string a
cord through the loops, and watch him glow!
Bend the body in an arc to make a realistic
bug shape!

CHAR JORGENSEN
from the Twisted Wire Studio in Woodinville, Wash.,
may be contacted at cdedbd1@comcast.net.

Fireflies!
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